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National policy initiatives require the expenditure of large amounts of resources over several years. It is
common for these initiatives to generate large amounts of data that are needed in order to assess their
success. Educational policies are an obvious example. Here we concentrate on Mexico's “Educational
Modernisation Programme” and try to see how this plan has affected efficiency in teaching and research
at Mexico's universities. We use a combined approach that includes traditional ratios together with Data
Envelopment Analysis models. This mixture allows us to assess changes in efficiency at each individual
university and explore if these changes are related to teaching, to research, or to both. Using official
statistics for 55 universities over a six year period (2007–2012), we have generated 12 ratios and esti-
mated 21 DEA models under different definitions of efficiency. In order to make the results of the analysis
accessible to the non-specialist we use models that visualise the main characteristics of the data, in
particular scaling models of multivariate statistical analysis. Scaling models highlight the important
aspects of the information contained in the data. Because the data is three-way (variables, universities,
and years) we have chosen the Individual Differences Scaling model of Carroll and Chang. We complete
the paper with a discussion of efficiency evolution in three universities.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Mexico is the largest Spanish speaking country in the world,
with a population of 112 million inhabitants according to the 2010
population census. It expects the demand for university education
to increase in the future. There are two reasons for this. First, the
number of individuals aged between 15 and 25 years old will
increase under present trends [5]. Second, Mexico has been
industrialising and this brings an increased interest in university
education, something that is expected to result in a higher age
participation rate, the proportion of individuals who attend uni-
versity [11].

The Mexican government, aware of these trends, set up an
“Educational Modernisation Programme” starting in 1989 [21,28].
As a result of this programme, public expenditure in Higher Edu-
cation increased from 0.42% of GDP in 1990 and 1% of GDP in 2010
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(OECD, 2013, Education at a Glance, table B2.3, p. 193). The mod-
ernisation plan included: financial incentives for degree quality
enhancement; national planning of university places in an attempt
to match supply to the needs of the country; the creation of a
system of academic quality control; a “National Researchers' Sys-
tem” that was to provide research incentives to individuals and
institutions; and the splitting of the Higher Education (HE) budget
into an ordinary component with which to pay recurrent expen-
diture, and an extraordinary component distributed on a compe-
titive basis [21]. The extraordinary component, which amounts to
about 30% of the budget, has been aimed at improving the quality
of university staff; improving university infrastructure, both in
terms of lecturing and administration; widening internationalisa-
tion; purchasing better equipment; and improving the quality of
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes (ANUIES 2004).

The Mexican university system is made up of a variety of
institutions: there are universities financed by the central federal
government, universities financed by local state governments, and
private universities. In this study we analyse a sample of 55
Mexican universities over a six-year period (2007–2012): 6 federal
universities, 34 local state universities, and 15 private universities.
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
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Using officially published data, Sagarra et al. [47] demonstrated
that Mexico's policy initiative has been successful in bringing
about improvements in the university system. The question still
remains of whether resources are being better employed. In other
words: have there been improvements in efficiency? Is it possible
to assess, on the basis of published data, how the changes have
affected particular institutions? Answering such questions is the
aim of this study.

The present study is explicitly inserted into the stream of lit-
erature about the estimation of educational institutions' efficiency,
and in particular it tries to address the challenges listed by the
recent review proposed by De Witte and Lopez-Torres [7]. More
specifically, we propose a methodology that combines different
technologies – as efficiency scores and indicators – in order to
improve the interpretability of the results.

For each individual university we have two types of informa-
tion: 12 indicators (ratios) obtained from published statistics, and
efficiencies obtained from 21 possible Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) formulations. The 21 DEA models derive from all the pos-
sible combination of inputs and output available. We include
3 inputs (faculty, enrolment and first joining graduates) and
2 outputs (published papers and graduates). DEA allocates a score
to each decision unit being analysed. This score depends on the
inputs and outputs in the model. The estimation of a variety of
specifications (combinations of inputs and outputs) makes it
possible to explain in what sense any two decision units differ in
the way they approach efficiency, even when the scores are equal.
When the efficiency scores are different, this procedure reveals the
approach to efficiency of a unit, and provides a ranking of all
decision units.

The specific novelty in the estimation of models resulting from
a variety of DEA specifications is that the results of the analyses
can be visualised with the help of multivariate statistical analysis
techniques such as Multidimensional Scaling. Indeed, although
both multivariate analysis and DEA have been extensively used in
the context of educational research (see [62,25,16] for a review of
DEA; and [43] for MDS), their joint utilisation is new in the HE
context. The present study is also innovative in the sense that it
uses panel data. This study is inserted in the recent stream of the
literature that explores the evolution of universities' efficiency
over time (see [18] for England, and García-Aracil [10] for Spain);
while previous contributions assessed the relative efficiency of
universities from a static perspective, here we investigate how
efficiency changed in medium-term (six years). Therefore, despite
the availability of several years of data, we did not decompose the
efficiency change over time in the various components, such as
those proposed by recent work realised by Johnson and Ruggiero
[19] – namely pure efficiency change, technological improvements
and time-varying environmental conditions. Indeed, the primary
focus of the present work is the combination of different
approaches (DEA and ratios) in a multidimensional setting for
classifying universities. A closer look to results over time is then
left to future research extensions, as discussed in the last section.

Policy analysis in cases such as this one presents serious chal-
lenges. The results have to be understood by policy makers who
are intelligent people but are not necessarily versed in advanced
statistical or optimisation tools. Besides, there are very many
universities to be studied – in this case it amounts to 55, but the
total number could be much larger if all private universities had
been included – and a method has to be developed that allows the
assessment of change in each individual university. We present
here a methodology that addresses both objectives.

We analyse the data using scaling techniques, in order to
visualise the results and make them accessible to policy makers.
The methodology permits the merging of qualitative and quanti-
tative information in policy analysis. Since we deal with three-way
Please cite this article as: Sagarra M, et al. Exploring the efficiency of
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(panel) data, the technique chosen was the Metric Individual Dif-
ferences Scaling of Carroll and Chang (INDSCAL) (see [3]). We
chose the metric approach rather than the ordinal version of the
algorithm, in order to separate aspects that remain invariant
during the studied period from aspects that changed from year to
year. In this study, ratios and DEA specifications have been taken
as variables, and universities as cases. The study of each individual
university has taken place using the “Property Fitting” technique, a
regression-based approach that shows how each university has
evolved in the space of ratios and efficiencies. Although all the
universities have been explored using the methods described here,
we only give three examples in way of illustration: a federal uni-
versity, a local state university, and a private university. Although
these examples have been chosen as representative of the differ-
ent university categories, the analysis has proven valid in the case
of all the universities included in the data set.

After this introduction we discuss the data that was employed
in the study. This is followed by a technical section that describes
three way scaling models, as these are not normally found in
educational research. An analysis of the data, one year at a time
follows next in order to identify the main characteristics of the
Mexican educational system. The results of the full analysis, with
the complete data set, follow next. The paper ends with a dis-
cussion of three case studies and a conclusion.
2. Data

Data was obtained for all universities for which there was
available public information during the six-year period 2007–
2012. This includes 6 federal universities, 34 local state uni-
versities, and 15 private universities. The data set includes all but
one federal universities, all but one local state universities, and
many private universities. Together, these account for about 60%
student enrolment in Higher Education in Mexico.

Private universities were included if they had submitted data in
order to qualify for state support for academic improvement
programmes. We still do not have data for some private uni-
versities but we do not think this is a major concern, as the private
universities for which no data is available did not seek state sup-
port for academic improvement programmes. We consider that
our data set is almost the whole population of the universities that
should be analysed. To be on the safe side, we also estimated
efficiencies using the bootstrap procedure of Simar and Wilson
[53], and the results were almost identical to the results
reported here.

Two data sources have been used. The first source is the
“Comparative Study of Mexican Universities” [57], an on-going
project that systematically collects data from Mexican Higher
Education Institutions; http://www.ecum.unam.mx/. However,
this comparative study did not contain disaggregated information
by discipline – Health, Social Sciences, Sciences, and Humanities
and Education. Such information was obtained from our second
source, the Mexican National Association of Universities and
Higher Education Institutions (ANUIES).

The data was converted into ratios in order to make the results
independent of size. Table 1 shows and defines the ratios that
were calculated from the raw data for each university. These ratios
attempt to describe the employment structure of faculty staff
(FTEFTot), the research productivity of faculty staff (ScopusF and
ScopusEn), the composition of the student body in terms of the
discipline studied (EnrolLi, EnrolMa, HealthG, SocialG, ScienceG,
and HumanG), success and drop-out rates (SuccessGFj and Suc-
cessGEn), and to account for the possibility of non-linear effects
we also include a measure of university size (TotalEnrol).
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
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Table 1
Definition of the 12 ratios calculated from the raw data.

Ratio Ratio description

FTEFTot Full time equivalent faculty/total faculty
ScopusF Scopus papers/full time equivalent faculty
ScopusE Scopus papers/total enrolment
EnrolLi Enrolment (Licentiate)/total enrolment
EnrolMa Enrolment (Master)/total enrolment
HealthG Graduates (Health)/total graduates
SocialG Graduates (Social Sciences)/total graduates
ScienceG Graduates (Sciences)/total graduates
HumanG Graduates (Humanities & Education)/total graduates
SuccessGFj Success ratio: total graduates/first joining students
SuccessGEn Success ratio: total graduates/total enrolment
TotalEnrol Size: total enrolment

Table 2
Inputs and outputs in the DEA model.

Inputs Outputs

A Full time equivalent faculty 1 Scopus papers
B Total enrolment 2 Graduates
C First joining graduates
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The ratios listed in Table 1 make it possible to describe indi-
vidual universities, and to create rankings, based on one or mul-
tiple indicators. Some ratios, such as ScopusF, can be described as
efficiency-related; however, for making the efficiency judgment
more complete and robust, we prefer to approach it from the DEA
point of view. DEA has long been used to assess efficiency in the
context of Higher Education. For some early examples see, for
example, [1]; and Diamond and Medewitz [9].

The specification of a DEA model requires a decision on which
inputs and outputs it should include. This has been a matter of
concern for a long time since DEA scores are affected by the
inclusion or exclusion of an input or an output; Parkin and Hol-
lingsworth [39]; Jenkins and Anderson [14]. The usual balance
between parsimony and information redundancy applies in the
case of DEA. On the one hand, we would like to have simple
models that contain all the relevant information in the system
under investigation, but we are worried about the exclusion of
relevant variables. On the other hand, we do not want to include
irrelevant variables in the model in order not to end with a pro-
blem of over-fitting.

Some of the first authors to address this dilemma are Norman,
Stocker [37] who suggested that the impact of a particular input or
output on efficiency results can be assessed by estimating effi-
ciencies without such variable, and correlating efficiency scores
with the values of the omitted variable. Pastor et al. [40] went
further along this line by suggesting a systematic procedure for
specifying a DEA model; they assessed the impact on the efficiency
of a particular decision unit of the inclusion or exclusion of a
variable, and used statistical analysis to summarise this impact.
However, these approaches, although useful in the selection of a
model specification do not explain in which way a particular
specification reveals the strengths and weaknesses of a particular
unit under assessment. Such problem was addressed by Serrano-
Cinca and Mar-Molinero [50] who estimated a variety of specifi-
cations and analysed the results by means of multivariate
statistical analysis. This idea of estimating a variety of models in
order to obtain further information has been also adopted,
amongst others, by Liu and Lu [27] who used a network-based
approach to reveal the features of the results.

In this paper we apply the method suggested by Serrano-Cinca
and Mar-Molinero [50]. Rather than use a single DEA specification,
which allocates a score to each university, we prefer to go beyond
a score, and explore the reasons why a university has achieved a
particular DEA value. This we do by estimating a variety of DEA
specifications ― where specification is to be understood as a par-
ticular combination of outputs and inputs ― and doing multivariate
analysis of the results. Examples of the use of this approach are
[49]; and Gutiérrez-Nieto et al. [12]. Estimating a variety of spe-
cifications has been done before in the context of Higher
Please cite this article as: Sagarra M, et al. Exploring the efficiency of
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Education, although not in a systematic manner, an example being
Tomkins and Green [55].

In the context of this paper, the use of alternative DEA speci-
fications – i.e. combining inputs and outputs in several different
ways – can serve two objectives at the same time. On one side, the
approach is useful for testing the robustness of results, by
exploring how sensitive is the distribution of efficiency scores to
the various specifications. On the other side, a numerous set of
efficiency scores provide a wider set of information for classifying
and clustering the units of observations (in this case, universities)
in the Multidimensional Scaling procedure (see also next section).

The choice of variables for the DEA analysis has been based in
an attempt to capture the inputs and outputs of the two main
activities of a university: teaching and research. The literature in
this field agrees to consider human and financial resources as
inputs, measuring them for instance through the number of aca-
demic staff, expenditure per student, and similar. In this sense,
universities are considered as multiproduct organisations that
produce the outputs using the inputs jointly [54]. On the output
side, the preference goes to the number of publications and grants
(for research), and to graduates (as for teaching). The debate about
the proper measurement of inputs and outputs has a long history;
Beasley [2] discussed it in a subject-specific context, Johnes and
Johnes [15] has some early discussion with specific attention to
research; Johnes [17] provides a comprehensive description of the
various aspects of measuring HEIs' efficiency when using DEA.

In this paper, based on data availability we have chosen as
inputs the number of full-time equivalent faculty, total enrolment,
and number of first joining students. A main driver of university
finances is the total number of students enroled, and this is why
we have also included the number of enroling students as an
input. It would have been better to use actual budgets but these
were not available for private universities. As outputs we have
included the number of Scopus papers, and the number of grad-
uates. The number of Scopus papers is related to the success of the
research activity, and the number of graduates is related to the
success of the teaching activity.

Rather than estimating a single DEA model that includes all the
inputs and all the outputs, we have estimated DEA scores for 21
combinations of inputs and outputs. The DEA scores have been
calculated using an input-oriented variable returns to scale (VRS)
models Table 3 shows the list of such combinations, that we have
named “specifications”.

In conclusion, the full data set consists of a set of ratios and a
set of DEA scores for each university and for each year. This data
set will be analysed using multivariate statistical methods.
3. Methodology

3.1. Three-way scaling models

The data are analysed by means of multivariate statistical
techniques. Ratios and DEA scores are treated as variables, making
a total of 33 variables: 12 ratios and 21 DEA specifications. There
may appear to be an element of heterogeneity by mixing ratios
with DEA results, but it is in order to remember that DEA
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
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Table 3
DEA specifications.

Specification Inputs Outputs

A1 A 1
AB1 A,B 1
ABC1 A,B,C 1
AC1 A,C 1
BC1 B,C 1
B1 B 1
C1 C 1
A2 A 2
AB2 A,B 2
ABC2 A,B,C 2
AC2 A,C 2
BC2 B,C 2
B2 B 2
C2 C 2
A12 A 1,2
AB12 A,B 1,2
ABC12 A,B,C 1,2
AC12 A,C 1,2
BC12 B,C 1,2
B12 B 1,2
C12 C 1,2

*(A, B, C, 1 and 2 as specified in Table 2).
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efficiency can also be written in the form of a ratio of weighted
outputs divided by weighted inputs. There is, in fact, a body of
literature that links ratios and DEA models; Liu et al. [26]; Chen
and McGinnis [4]; Premachandra [44]. In fact, a DEA model with
only one input and one output is closely related to a ratio. They are
not totally equivalent, as the DEA model is bounded in the zero to
one range, and the ratio is not. Besides, a DEA efficiency is the
result of a set of multiple comparisons between observed units,
whilst a ratio does not take into account the rest of the data.

Universities are treated as observations. There are six matrices
in total, one for every year. This is three-way data: variables (ratios
and DEA scores), observations (universities), and years. Techniques
for the analysis of three way data have been available for a long
time; Kiers [22]. Examples are Tucker's [56] extension of factor
analysis, Harshman's [13] parallel factor analysis, Ramsay's [45]
MULTISCALE, and the Individual Differences Scaling (INDSCAL)
model of Carroll and Chang [3].

Amongst the family of multivariate methods, we have chosen
scaling models because they visualise the main characteristics of
the data. This has the advantage of making the results accessible to
the non-specialist, although technical expertise is needed in order
to understand the mathematics behind the algorithms. Scaling
models have been used before in the context of educational
research; Sagarra et al. [46], Mar-Molinero and Portillo [35], Mar-
Molinero and Mingers [34], and [30,31].

Scaling models work on the basis of measures of proximity
between pairs of objects. If the proximity is high, the objects are
located close to each other in the statistical representation. If the
proximity is low, they are located far apart. This is very much the
way in which other techniques, such as Factor Analysis (FA) or
Principal Components Analysis (PCA), work. But FA and PCA use
correlation coefficients as a measure of proximity. Scaling models
can also use correlations as measures of proximity and when they
do, the results obtained tend not to be very different from the
results obtained with FA. But many other measures of proximity
are available, something that makes scaling models more general
than FA and PCA [59,6].

Proximities can be calculated between variables or between
cases (in this case, universities). In this study, proximities are
calculated between variables since the relationship between
variables is expected to be stable over time. For example, we
Please cite this article as: Sagarra M, et al. Exploring the efficiency of
Multidimensional Scaling. Omega (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.o
expect the relationship between the ratios Full time equivalent
faculty/Total faculty (FTEFTot) and Total graduates/Total enrolment
(SuccessGEn) to remain stable over time on the grounds that
universities are slow to change their employment policies or their
drop-out rates. On the other hand, we expect the degree of
proximity between universities to change over time as a result of
success, or lack of it, in their quest for efficiency and productivity.
Indeed, the objective of this study is to identify the relative evo-
lution of universities and to explain the reasons behind the
change.

Scaling models can be metric or ordinal. Metric models use the
actual value of the proximity data and preserve their ratio prop-
erties. This is to say, if the measure of proximity between objects A
and B is double than the proximity between objects C and D, the
algorithm will attempt to place objects in the statistical map in
such a way that the distance between A and B is twice the distance
between C and D. The alternative way of proceeding is to use
relationships of order; i.e., if the measure of proximity between A
and B is larger than the measure of proximity between C and D,
the distance in the representation between A and B will be larger
than the distance in the representation between C and D. Ordinal
versions are more general than metric versions and are less prone
to be influenced by extreme values, but metric versions are
regression-based and generate useful fit statistics. The quality of fit
in metric versions is assessed by means of R2. R2 measures the
variance explained by the model. In the non-metric version of
scaling models, the usual practice is to measure quality of fit in
terms of the variance not explained by the model. There are var-
ious statistics that summarise this unexplained variance, but the
most common one is known as “stress”; Coxon [6]; Kruskal [23];
Kruskal and Wish [24]; Schiffman et al. [48].

The metric three-way scaling model INDSCAL has been used to
model the data set. The metric INDSCAL model produces two
outputs: a “consensus map or common map”, which is a kind of
average over all proximity matrices, and a set of weights that
indicate how individual matrices differ from the consensus map. In
other words, the algorithm will return a map that reflects what
remains invariant over time, and a set of weights that will contain
information about change over time.

The axes of the common map usually have an interpretation in
the context of the problem analysed. Each axis is associated with a
weight that indicates the importance (salience) of the character-
istic for that particular matrix. When the weights associated with a
matrix do not differ from the weights associated with another
matrix, the data for both matrices can be pooled. A discussion
about weights in the context of three-way MDS models can be
found in Jones [20].

The issue still remains of how to assess if two weight structures
are equivalent. Given a particular data matrix, the weights can be
represented as a vector in a space of as many dimensions as there
are axes in the configuration. There will be one such weight for
each dimension in each data matrix. It is possible to think in terms
of a weight structure for the average of all the data. Such average
weight will be a vector at 45° of the axes. The angle between the
vector associated with the average weight, and the vector asso-
ciated with a particular data matrix will indicate how different the
particular matrix is from the average, or how “weird” it is. The
coefficient of weirdness is derived from this angle. When the
weirdness coefficient is zero, both the average for all data sets and
the individual map for a particular matrix coincide, and the par-
ticular matrix is well represented by the common space. Young
[60] gives a mathematical description of the procedure.

All the calculations have been done with the ALSCAL routine of
the computer package SPSS, version 20.
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
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Table 4
Goodness of fit statistics for the three-way
scaling model.

Year Stress R2

2007 0.084 0.933
2008 0.083 0.931
2009 0.076 0.940
2010 0.073 0.949
2011 0.083 0.948
2012 0.097 0.912
All data 0.083 0.935

Table 5
Subject weights (years 2007–2012).

Year Weirdness Dim1 Dim2 Dim3 Dim4 Dim5 Dim6

2007 0.115 0.521 0.420 0.420 0.323 0.316 0.323
2008 0.050 0.516 0.476 0.401 0.338 0.329 0.234
2009 0.079 0.545 0.481 0.372 0.318 0.360 0.209
2010 0.102 0.611 0.493 0.389 0.279 0.251 0.200
2011 0.062 0.570 0.459 0.358 0.315 0.325 0.283
2012 0.074 0.620 0.433 0.366 0.297 0.275 0.203
Overall importance
of each dimension

0.320 0.213 0.148 0.098 0.097 0.061
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4. Preliminary analyses

Prior to performing the INDSCAL analysis each yearly matrix
was separately modelled using the Principal Components
approach to Factor Analysis. This was done in order to establish
the dimensionality of the data, since we need to decide in how
many dimensions the INDSCAL configuration is to be estimated.
The full data set was also analysed without taking into account
yearly effects.

The results were found to change very little from matrix to
matrix. Seven, or six, principal components, depending on the data
set, were associated with eigenvalues higher than 1 using the
Kaiser criterion, although when the seventh eigenvalue exceeded
the value of unity it did so only marginally. In general, the first two
principal components accounted for about 60% of the variation in
the data.

To interpret the meaning of the components we rotated the
factors using the Varimax method. The first two factors were
always associated with efficiency, one of them with efficiency in
teaching and the other with efficiency in research; which one was
associated with the first factor and which one with the second
factor depended on the data set. This is not a surprising result
since 21 out of the 33 variables in the data set were derived using
DEA. The remaining factors were found to be associated with the
disciplinary orientation of the university – Social Sciences, Science,
Health, or Humanities –, with the master or undergraduate degree
orientation, and with the relationship between total enrolment
and the number of graduates. In the following section, we find that
the picture emerging from the analysis of individual matrices is
confirmed by INDSCAL.

In this paper we are concerned with efficiency in teaching and
research, and in the way in which efficiencies change. We are,
therefore, interested in the story that emerges from the first two
factors. It is obvious that more than two aspects are necessary in
order to describe a university, and that the other factors are
relevant in every case. But factors have the property of being
uncorrelated, hence we can safely omit the study of factors other
than the first two when studying the evolution of efficiency in the
universities under analysis. This property also extends to the
INDSCAL algorithm that we will discuss in the next section.
Fig. 1. INDSCAL: common map – projection on Dimension 1 (horizontal axis) and
Dimension 2 (vertical axis).
5. INDSCAL model estimation and results

Following the results of the two-way analyses, the ALSCAL
algorithm was run in order to produce a configuration in a six-
dimensional space. The quality of the results is measured in two-
ways, either through a R2 statistic, or through a measure of Stress.
The R2 gives information about the model ability to reproduce the
original data, while the measure of Stress is related to the unex-
plained variation in the data. A good fit will be reflected in a high
value of R2 and in a low value of the Stress statistic. ALSCAL gives
these statistics for the full data set and for individual year matri-
ces. Table 4 shows the results obtained.

As can be seen in Table 4, the results are very good from the
statistical point of view, with no matrix being badly represented in
the model, and no R2 value below 0.9.

Table 5 gives information about the weights in the INDSCAL
model. The actual value of the weights is not of particular rele-
vance, as these are scaled so that the sum of the squared values of
the weights for a particular matrix is equal to the value of the R2

for that matrix. What is important is the relative value of the
weights for two different dimensions; i.e., the way in which the
ratio of one weight over another one changes from year to year.
We see that, if we concentrate on the relative values of the weights
for pairs of dimensions, there are no great variations across the
Please cite this article as: Sagarra M, et al. Exploring the efficiency of
Multidimensional Scaling. Omega (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.o
different matrices. This is confirmed by the value of the Weirdness
coefficient. When there is no difference between the individual
year matrices and the overall matrix, the weirdness coefficient
takes the value zero [29,61]. We conclude from the results in
Table 5 that the “consensus” configuration (common map)
appropriately represents the relationship between the variables
over the period studied, and that there are not large time-
dependent changes.

The consensus configuration is a map in a six dimensional
space. This makes it impossible to represent it on the plane. We
need to resort to projections on pairs of dimensions. Fig. 1 shows
the projection of the consensus configuration (common map) on
Dimension 1 and Dimension 2.
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
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Unlike configurations derived using Ordinal Multidimensional
Scaling of two-way data, metric INDSCAL configurations are not
rotation invariant. But it has long been observed that meaningful
interpretations of the dimensions can normally be found.

It is to be noticed in Fig. 1 that efficiency models that contain
output 2 (graduates) are located at the top of the map whilst
efficiency models that contain output 1 (research papers) are
located at the bottom of the figure. This suggests that Dimension
2 could be interpreted as “orientation towards efficiency in
teaching versus orientation towards efficiency in research”. This
interpretation would be supported by the fact that teaching suc-
cess ratios ― total graduates/first joining students (SuccessGFj) and
total graduates/total enrolment (SuccessGEn) ― are located
towards the top of Fig. 1, whilst ratios that are associated with
research ― Scopus papers/Full time equivalent faculty (ScopusF)
and Scopus papers/total enrolment (ScopusEn) ― are to be found at
the bottom of the figure.

Concentrating now on Dimension 1, we can see that at the far
right of the first dimension we find the ratios graduates in sci-
ences/total graduates (ScienceG), moving towards the left we find
Health graduates/total graduates (HealthG). Further left we first
find Graduates in Humanities and Education/total graduates
(HumanG) and Social Sciences graduates/total graduates (SocialG).
Thus, the “discipline orientation” of the university puts itself for-
ward as a label for Dimension 1. The third dimension appears to be
associated with the size of the university and with student/staff
ratios (the projection of the six-dimensional configuration into
Dimension 2 and Dimension 3 can be seen in Fig. 2). We have not
attempted to attach meaning to the remaining dimensions since,
for the purposes of this study, efficiency related effects can be well
described using Fig. 1 and, has been argued before, orthogonality
between the dimensions implies that if there is an efficiency story
to be found, it will be found in the first two dimensions.

Before moving on to further analysis, we must remember that
the points in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 (ratios and efficiencies) are only
projections of a six dimensional configuration on a two-
dimensional space. It is relevant to assess how far in the space
two different points are situated, since it is perfectly possible for
two points to be far apart in the space but very near to each other
in Fig. 1 or in Fig. 2. To achieve this purpose, we have resorted to
Fig. 2. INDSCAL: common map – projection on Dimension 2 and Dimension 3.

Please cite this article as: Sagarra M, et al. Exploring the efficiency of
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Hierarchical Cluster Analysis. The coordinates in the six-
dimensional space of each point have been treated as variables,
each university being a case. The clustering algorithm chosen is
the one proposed by Ward, which is akin to ANOVA in the sense
that it maximises homogeneity within a cluster and heterogeneity
between the clusters. The resulting dendrogram can be seen in
Fig. 3.

The choice of the number of clusters to be detected from the
figures is at the analysts' discretion. It seems clear that variables
BC1, C1, ScopusEn, B1, ScopusF, ABC1, AC1, AB1, and A1 form a
cluster. All of them have in common an association with research
papers: the DEA specifications contain only research papers as an
output, and the non-DEA variables are ratios that contain research
papers in the numerator of their definition. This cluster can be
seen in the lower right-hand corner of Fig. 1, and is associated with
efficiency in research.

A second cluster of interest is formed by variables A2, A12, AC2,
AC12, AB2, ABC2, AB12, and ABC12 (it can be found on the top left-
hand corner of Fig. 1). All these variables contain input A (full time
equivalent faculty) and output 2 (number of graduates). This
cluster is associated with efficiency in teaching. It is interesting to
notice that the full DEA model ABC12 belongs to this cluster.

The next cluster contains an important variable: the size of the
university as measure through Total Enrolment. We see that this is
related to the proportion of students who enrol in degree pro-
grammes (EnrolLi), the proportion of the programmes that are
Science based (ScienceG) and the proportion of lecturing staff who
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
mega.2016.04.006i
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Fig. 4. Evolution of 4 Mexican universities through the common space (projection
on Dimensions 1 and 2).
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are employed full-time (FTEFTot). This suggests that, as revealed
by the statistics, large universities tend to concentrate on Science
subjects, offer degree programmes ― rather than master pro-
grammes ―, and tend to employ a larger proportion of their lec-
turing staff full-time.

The remaining variables B2, B12, SuccessGEn, and HealthG –

can really be subdivided into two groups. The first subgroup – BC2,
BC12, C2, C12, SuccessGFj – contains input C (first joining gradu-
ates) and output 2 (graduates). DEA specifications in the second
subgroup contain input B (total enrolment) and output 2 (gradu-
ates) as well as the ratios Total graduates/total enrolment (Success
Gen) and HealthG (Graduates in Health/total graduates). The
variables in both subgroups indicate an association with successful
progress through the degree.

The way in which ratios cluster with DEA results reveal the
close connection that exists between ratio analysis and DEA as
demonstrated in DEA-R models [36,8]. Indeed, some of the DEA
models estimated collapse into a simple ratio. This happens, for
example, with model A1 which includes as an input the number of
academics and as an output the number of Scopus papers pub-
lished. In the same cluster as A1 we find the ratio of Scopus
papers/Full time equivalent faculty (ScopusF). However, although
both the ratio and the DEA model contain the same variables in
the numerator and the denominator, the ratio is the direct value
observed, while the DEA model contains efficiencies derived from
the ratio.
6. Case studies

Up to now we have concentrated in how variables (ratios and
efficiencies) are related to each other. This is interesting but it is
not the objective of this paper. The objective of the paper is to
assess, for each individual university, if there have been changes in
efficiency in teaching and efficiency in research as a result of the
policy drive of the Mexican government.

The study of the changes in efficiency that have taken place in
individual universities during the period 2007–2012 requires a
methodology that is described in Appendix B.

In brief, a vector of unit length in the six-dimensional space is
associated with each university in each year. The vector always
starts in the centre of coordinates of the common map. A line
through the configuration is associated with this vector. Since we
cannot work with representations in the six dimensional space, we
have to work with projections on to pairs of dimensions. Take, for
example, the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM),
the principal Mexican university, in 2010. The end point of the
projection of the relevant unit vector in Dimensions 1 and 2 is
shown in Fig. 4. The further away this end point is from the centre
of coordinates in the figure, the more relevant is the interpretation
derived from examining Fig. 4. The end point of the unit vector
associated with UNAM2010 is to be found at the lower left hand
corner of the figure. If we project the points associated with the 33
variables on the line that joints the point UNAM2010 with the
origin of coordinates, we find – moving from the bottom up –, first
the variables associated with research and teaching efficiency,
indicating that UNAM was, in 2010, a university that was highly
efficient at both teaching and research. As we move up we find
that variables SuccesGF and SuccessGEn, project near the centre of
coordinates, indicating that, in 2010, UNAM was fairly average in
terms of converting registered students into graduates. At the
other end of this imaginary line we find the projection of the
variable FTEFTot, indicating that the proportion of full time aca-
demics over total faculty was rather low in 2010.

If we look at the points associated with UNAM in Fig. 1 –

UNAM07, UNAM08, UNAM09, UNAM10, UNAM112, and UNAM12 –
Please cite this article as: Sagarra M, et al. Exploring the efficiency of
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we observe that they remain very close together, indicating that
there has been very little change in terms of teaching and research
efficiency at this university over the period examined. In fact,
UNAM appears to have been consistently good in terms of research
and teaching efficiency, during the six years examined. Since
efficiency is a comparative concept, this means that UNAM has not
lost its place in the research and teaching rankings, even after
taking into account the improvements observed at other
universities.

Besides UNAM in 2010 we have projected on Fig. 4 two other
universities: Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán (UAY) and Uni-
versidad Autónoma de Guadalajara (UAdeG). UNAM is a federal
university; UAY is a local state university; and UAdeG is a private
university. This gives us a variety of institutional frameworks.

We will now apply the same procedure to the study of UAdeG.
We notice that the point UAdeG07 is located very near the origin
of coordinates, indicating that in 2007 efficiency was not a major
issue for this university. But the remaining points for this uni-
versity are located more or less along the same line that joins the
points to the origin of coordinates. UAdeG has not changed its
position on the research and teaching league tables over the years,
but it has become more focused on them. In fact, UAdeG has
demonstrated to be very efficient at teaching, as shown by the
projection of efficiency models that contain output 2 (graduates)
on the line that joins points, such as UAdeG2012 to the origin of
coordinates. Indeed, UAdeG2012 scores 1.2 in the standardised
value of efficiency in model ABC2, 1.3 in model AC2, and 1.5 in BC2
indicating that it is better than average at producing graduates
after taking into account the number of registrations.

Finally, we will discuss the case of UAY. The points associated
with this university move down and towards the left in Fig. 4,
something that is consistent with improvements in research effi-
ciency. This is confirmed by an examination of the raw data. For
example, the standardised value of efficiency under model ABC1
changes from 0.24 in 2007 to 1.63 in 2012 indicating a major effort
in the direction of research quality.

The procedure described here is totally general and can be
applied to any three-way data set (variables, cases, years). Exam-
ples of its application in other fields are: Mar-Molinero, Serrano
Cinca [32] in the context of bank failure; Sagarra et al. [46] also in
Mexican universities: Integrating Data Envelopment Analysis and
mega.2016.04.006i
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the context of bank failure; Mar-Molinero et al. [33] who studied
the distress of a major UK company over time; Xie [58] in the
context of population change in a UK city; and Serrano-Cinca et al.
[52] who used it to study European financial integration. In this
particular case, the methodology was employed to assess the
efficiency evolution of all Mexican universities between 2007 and
2012. The evolution of all Mexican universities in the data set was
studied, but we feel unnecessary to represent the 385 points (55
universities over six years) in the map. This is the kind of exercise
that is to be done university by university as part of a dialogue
between government administrators and university authorities.
7. Conclusions and discussion

Governments spend large amounts of resources for the pro-
motion of common good. A good example is education. Large
amounts of data, in the form of official statistics, are collected in
order to assess the success or otherwise of national policies. There
is a need to analyse this data in a form that can be understood by
individuals who are not conversant with the intricacies of math-
ematical statistics.

Starting in 1989, Mexico has made a great effort in order to
improve the quality and quantity of university education. In this
paper we have asked the question of whether, on the basis of
official statistics, we can assess if the extra resources have also
improved the efficiency with which universities deliver their joint
products of teaching and research. This is to say: are resources
better employed? Clearly, this question needs to be answered
university by university, since each institution has different ways
of planning and decision making. We have developed a metho-
dology that combines DEA and scaling in the production of sta-
tistical maps to reveal at a glance how a university has evolved in
this efficiency framework.

The analysis has been based on 33 variables (12 of them
standard ratios, and 21 different definitions of efficiency) for 55
universities over a six-year period (2007–2012). Because of the
large amount of data involved, we have chosen to concentrate on
the relationship between variables. A potential extension of this
work resides into a closer analysis of time trends in the efficiency
results. Specifically, some recent papers did explore how the effi-
ciency and productivity of universities do vary over time, both
with non-parametric and parametric techniques (see García-Aracil
[10] and Agasisti, 2015 respectively). A notable contribution in the
field is the one proposed by Johnson and Ruggiero [19], who
decompose efficiency scores’ variation over time in three compo-
nents: pure efficiency change, frontier shifts (technological varia-
tion) and change in environmental conditions. In the approach
developed in this paper, the inclusion of contextual (environ-
mental) variables would substantially improve the empirical
analysis, by allowing to understand how much the performance of
the various universities – and their clustering around specific
characteristics – is affected by phenomena that are beyond the
ability of HE managers to influence them. This extension is then
left for future research, which will primarily consist in selecting
B
IP
IT
IT
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and adding such variables into the empirical study. Moreover, the
primary scope of the present paper is to assess the relationship
between ratios and DEA scores, and combine them through Mul-
tidimensional Scaling – while the primary objective of a future
study will be assessing how the selected ratios and DEA scores are
jointly affected by including contextual variables.

Turning back to this paper, we have represented the relation-
ship between the variables in a six dimensional map. It has been
found that efficiency effects can be observed in the projection of
the six-dimensional configuration into the first and the second
dimensions. Into the selected dimensional map, we have projected
three universities in order to illustrate how policy analysis can be
carried out.

The three universities whose policies have been analysed are:
the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM), the
Autonomous University of Guadalajara (UAdeG), and the Autono-
mous University of Yucatan (UAY). These universities have been
selected for discussion because they illustrate different aspects of
the findings.

UNAM is the principal Mexican university, and one of the top
Latin American Higher Education institutions [38]. We have
observed that this is a reference university for both teaching and
research and that it has remained fully efficient over the whole
period studied.

UAdeG, appears to have scored high in terms of the use put to
teaching resources, whilst being rather “middle of the road” in
terms of research efficiency. This appears to be true all through the
period studied. But, our analysis also shows that the importance of
efficiency, as described here, has been emphasised year after year.
This is consistent with the policy, stated in the university's web-
site, of emphasising academic excellence as a result of a strategic
plan that has its roots in 2008 and that is still guiding decisions on
physical infrastructure, equipment, and curriculum design.

Finally, UAY, as a result of a self-assessment exercise [42],
identified a series of weak aspects that considered important to
correct. This guided an Institutional Development Plan [41] that
prioritised research training for academics, and more appropriate
student curricula. The success of this policy can be observed in
Fig. 4 where UAY can be seen clearly moving towards the areas
associated with higher efficiency in research in the statistical
configuration.
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Abbreviation
 Institution
 Type
UAP
 BENEMERITA UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE PUEBLA
 State University

N
 INSTITUTO POLITECNICO NACIONAL
 Federal University

AM
 INSTITUTO TECNOLOGICO AUTONOMO DE MEXICO
 Private University

SON
 INSTITUTO TECNOLOGICO DE SONORA
 State University
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Private University

ESM
 SISTEMA INSTITUTO TECNOLOGICO Y DE ESTUDIOS SUPERIORES DE MONTERREY
 Private University

NAHUAC
 SISTEMA UNIVERSIDAD ANAHUAC
 Private University

VM
 SISTEMA UNIVERSIDAD DEL VALLE DE MEXICO
 Private University

ERO
 SISTEMA UNIVERSIDAD IBEROAMERICANA
 Private University

ASALLE
 SISTEMA UNIVERSIDAD LA SALLE, AC
 Private University

AAN
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA AGRARIA ANTONIO NARRO
 Federal University

BJOAX
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA BENITO JUAREZ DE OAXACA
 State University

ACH
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA CHAPINGO
 Federal University

AAGS
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE AGUASCALIENTES
 State University

ABC
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE BAJA CALIFORNIA
 State University

ABCS
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR
 State University

ACAMP
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE CAMPECHE
 State University

ACHIS
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE CHIAPAS
 State University

ACHIH
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE CHIHUAHUA
 State University

ACJ
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE CIUDAD JUAREZ
 State University

ACOAH
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE COAHUILA
 State University

AdeG
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE GUADALAJARA
 Private University

AGRO
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE GUERRERO
 State University

NACAR
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DEL CARMEN
 State University

AHGO
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE HIDALGO
 State University

AEM
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE MEXICO
 State University

AEMOR
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE MORELOS
 State University

ANAY
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE NAYARIT
 State University

ANL
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE NUEVO LEON
 State University

AQRO
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE QUERETARO
 State University

ASLP
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE SAN LUIS POTOSI
 State University

ASIN
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE SINALOA
 State University

ATAMPS
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE TAMAULIPAS
 State University

ATLAX
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE TLAXCALA
 State University

AY
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE YUCATAN
 State University

AZAC
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE ZACATECAS
 State University

AM
 UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA METROPOLITANA
 Federal University

COL
 UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA
 State University

GUAD
 UNIVERSIDAD DE GUADALAJARA
 State University

GTO
 UNIVERSIDAD DE GUANAJUATO
 State University

DLAP
 UNIVERSIDAD DE LAS AMERICAS PUEBLA, AC
 Private University

DEFA
 UNIVERSIDAD DEL EJERCITO Y FUERZA AEREA
 Federal University

DEM
 UNIVERSIDAD DE MONTERREY
 Private University

QROO
 UNIVERSIDAD DE QUINTANA ROO
 State University

NISON
 UNIVERSIDAD DE SONORA
 State University

INTERCON
 UNIVERSIDAD INTERCONTINENTAL
 Private University

AJTAB
 UNIVERSIDAD JUAREZ AUTONOMA DE TABASCO
 State University

JDGO
 UNIVERSIDAD JUAREZ DEL ESTADO DE DURANGO
 State University

MSNH
 UNIVERSIDAD MICHOACANA DE SAN NICOLAS DE HIDALGO
 State University

NAM
 UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTONOMA DE MEXICO
 Federal University

P
 UNIVERSIDAD PANAMERICANA
 Private University

PAEP
 UNIVERSIDAD POPULAR AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE PUEBLA
 Private University

R
 UNIVERSIDAD REGIOMONTANA, AC
 Private University

NITEC
 UNIVERSIDAD TECNOLOGICA DE MEXICO
 Private University

V
 UNIVERSIDAD VERACRUZANA
 State University
U
Appendix B

This appendix describes the methodology employed in the study of the changes that have taken place in individual universities and
how such changes are related to the variables used in the analysis.

It is standard practice in FA and MDS to plot cases in a statistical map and identify directions in which a particular characteristic of the
data, normally the value of a variable, increases. A few examples that use this approach in order to interpret the results obtained are
Sagarra et al. [46], Gutiérrez-Nieto et al. [12], and Serrano-Cinca et al. [51]. The mathematical basis for procedure employed can be found in
Mar-Molinero and Mingers [34]. The methodology employed here extends this approach. This is so because the statistical algorithm
represents variables in the space, and not cases. It is a necessary development since the number of cases can be very large, but the number
of variables stays normally between reasonable limits.
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The position of the variables in the space is given by a set of coordinates. In the present study, each variable has been plotted in a six
dimensional space; hence each variable is associated with six numbers, which we will call “dimensions”. The algorithm automatically
standardises the dimensions to mean zero and unit variance. This explains why the scales in Fig. 1 range from �3 to þ3. To represent
cases in the variables configuration requires several steps.

Step 1. – Variables need to be standardised in order to make the results unit-independent. In this study we work with 33 variables, and
all 33 are standardised to mean zero and variance 1.

Step 2. – We select a particular case, say the National Autonomous University of Mexico in 2007 (UNAM2007). Our hypothesis is that
the values of the 33 standardised variables of the UNAM in 2007 can be explained in relation to the statistical configuration derived from
the analysis. This means that the position of the variables in the configuration explain the values of the 33 standardised variables for
UNAM2007. For simplicity we use a linear regression equation.

UNAM 2007¼ β0þβ1Dim1þβ2Dim2þβ3Dim3þβ4Dim4þβ5Dim5þβ6Dim6þerror

Where UNAM2007 is a column vector whose elements are the standardised values of the 33 variables for UNAM in 2007. Dim1 is the column
vector that contains the first coordinate of the 33 variables in the common map. The other regressors are to be understood in the same way.

When this regression is estimated, an adjusted R2 of 0.824 is found. If the adjusted R2 had been “low”, we would have concluded that the
configuration does not explain well the observed variable values for UNAM2007. We normally take adjusted R2 values of less than 0.5 as being
“low”. In this case we conclude that the six-dimensional configuration is an appropriate tool with which to interpret UNAM in 2007.

Step 3. – We draw a line through the origin of coordinates in the direction of vector

ðβ1; β2; β3; β4; β5; β6Þ

Notice that we have not included the constant term in the vector.
Step 4. – The line thus produced is associated with UNAM2007. Standardised values of the variables of UNAM2007 can be estimated by

projecting the points in the configuration on to the line. Clearly, both the configuration and the line are drawn in a six-dimensional space and we
need to work with projections into two coordinates, as done in Fig. 5 where we have projected only six variables on to the line as an illustration.

We can imagine a scale associated with the line we have just drawn. The zero of the scale is in the centre of coordinates of the
configuration. As we move towards one end of the line, the scale increases (normally from zero to three), and as we move towards the
other end, the scale decreases (normally from zero to minus three). In the case represented in Fig. 5, positive values are associated with a
South West direction, while negative values are associated with a North East direction. Moving from top to bottom we find FTEFTot,
SocialG, ABC12, A12, AB1, and ScopusF. The values these variables take for UNAM2007 are �0.99, �1.20, 1.11, 2.14, 1.85, and 3.49. The
ordering of the projections over the line is in line with the ordering of the observed standardised values, although the match is not perfect.
If the match had been perfect, we would have found a value of the adjusted R2 much closer to unity.

Step 5. – Although the above method represents cases in the variables space, it has two disadvantages: first, if we have many cases, the
figure will be full of straight lines and it will be difficult to appreciate what is special about every case; second, the projection on two
dimensions of a straight line in a six-dimensional space is a straight line, and it does not give information about the inclination of the line
with respect to the plane on which it is projected. To try to overcome these problems we also draw a unit vector in the direction of
increasing values associated with the line. If the unit vector is contained within the plane in which it projects – in this case Dimension
1 and Dimension 2 –, the projection of the unit vector has a length of 1. The higher the inclination of the unit vector with respect to the
plane, the shorter will the projection of the vector. Since all the unit vectors start from the centre of coordinates, it is only necessary to
locate the end point of the projection, and this is what has been done in the main text of the paper. In Fig. 5 we have drawn both the line
and the projection of the unit vector associated with the line. Such end point is labelled UNAM2007.
Fig. 5. Interpreting cases in the light of the configuration estimated.
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